
Theology of the Church of 
the Lady of the White Way 

 
Like it or not, the Church of the Lady is a major force to be reckoned with in the Lands of the Lady: 
Midian, Scarabae, and Caligari. 
 
Scripture: Codex of the White Way 
 
Where does the scripture of the Church come from? There are three broad eras of canon and scholarship. 
 
First Writings 
The first writings from the Army of the White Way originated with sketched out worship notes upon the 
First Landing, materials all long lost to legend. When the Army of the White Way began training 
reinforcements in the worship of the Lady, they prepared basics that formed the foundation of the Book of 
Teachings. Only fragments from this generation of works survive, enshrined at the Landing. 
 
Over time, lore has been gleaned from the wrecked Cities by the Ruinous Scar, sifted by looters and sold 
to scholars and the Church. Visions from angels, teaching of prophets, and codified wisdom of saints and 
martyrs all made an impression. What started in most cases as oral tradition was written, and copied, and 
copied again, and sent around the World Between. Most communities managed to build and curate a solid 
collection of the core teachings, as adapted by the Church leaders and occasional otherworldly infusions 
of wisdom from the World Above in various forms. 
 
The First Canon 
When the Army of the Lady of the White Way landed for the Third Crusade in 4,540, Alistathus was an 
otherworldly scholar who was assigned to work with the Church to canonize scripture. The church 
officially maintains he was an angel, there is speculation as to what he really was. For ten years, he 
commissioned warriors and scholars to roam the Lands of the Lady and beyond, collecting the very best 
records and samples from various shrines, churches, and libraries, leaving in their place platinum tokens 
of the Codex with the promise that the platinum tokens could be exchanged for completed codexes at the 
conclusion of the project. 
 
When the quest was more or less complete, Alistathus spent a few more years sifting the scholarly work, 
and was in the process of finishing the First Canon when he mysteriously vanished. After two years, the 
Pontiff shared the end result of the First Canon of the Library of Nine, authorizing a copy sent to each 
place that had a platinum token of the Codex (which was then returned to the Church.) Of course, treasure 
hunters dream that they missed a few (that could still be turned in for codexes of the First Canon…) 
 
The Second Canon 
Widespread unrest led up to the Fourth Crusade, riddled it, and blossomed after the failed war. Vocal 
reform-minded clergy challenged the conclusions of the First Canon, arguing that Alisthatus did not finish 
his work, and the books would read very differently if he had completed the sifting process himself. This 
unrest climaxed in 6,700, when the Veil separated the World Between more thoroughly from the World 
Above, the World Below, and other destinations. 
 
The shock of waking dragons was enough to discredit the corrupt and frightened incumbent leadership, 
and sweeping change rocked the church to its foundations. Part of that process was the reviving of the 
sifting process, pulling out all the ancient documents predating the First Canon and all that had been 
collected since, to this time have a more accurate, insightful, pure, and holy canon.  
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The process took a century, and that was at a break-neck pace. An army of scholars and fanatics engaged 
the mountains of scholarship and primary sources, and much blood was spilled as those assigned to the 
project challenged each other to duels over fine points of theology. The organizations founded during the 
Age of Roads invested political and theological capitol in various outcomes of the sifting process; some 
were disbanded, some restructured, and some just disappeared. Others emerged strengthened and 
victorious. Codification of the Second Canon was a sore point that still aches through many of the 
Church’s various structures hundreds of years later. 
 
The Church sent out Purifiers to collect First Canon copies of the Library of Nine and the Library of 
Three, with platinum tokens of the Codex. Over the course of decades, many copies were traded in. The 
Purifiers became more and more aggressive in collecting copies of the First Canon, resorting to 
destruction where necessary; any remaining copies are either very well protected by powerful people, 
outside the Lands of the Lady, or underground—and therefore, very valuable indeed. 
 
The collected copies were not destroyed, but instead built into a massive library under the Landing called 
the Repository. The various copies of the First Canon Libraries suffer from updates, glosses, integration 
with local records, and other various embroidering of lore and art that makes them sometimes useful in 
ongoing investigations and battles against the supernatural. 
 
Library of Nine. 
Here are the core books in order. They are sometimes bound in a single volume of cramped close text, 
and sometimes spread over nine separate volumes with gorgeous illuminated text in large script. Various 
combinations are bound for different purposes. 
 
• Book of First Truths. Regarding the binding of the world. Chapters for each epoch. 
• Book of Prophets. Each Prophet of the Lady has a chapter. 
• Book of Teachings. Chapters for rules; covers sins, penance, purity, duty, and other subjects. 
• Book of Songs. Ancient poetry for worshiping the Lady. 
• Book of Prayers. Prayers for every occasion; historical events, theological needs, holy days, hours. 
• Book of the Pilgrim Road. Allegory about the Glory Road and the struggle for personal salvation. 
• Book of Parables. Stories from wise men and seers that contain riddles containing truths. 
• Book of Angels. Chapters for angel types in the Host; avengers, guardians, warriors, seraphim, etc. 
• Book of End Times. Regarding the unbinding of the world. Chapters for each seal to unlock it. 
 
Library of Three 
The Library of Nine is not easily portable. The three books usually prepared for a traveling preacher are 
the Book of Teachings, the Book of Songs, and the Book of Prayers. Indeed, that is all that most non-
professionals know of the theology and writings of the Church. 
 
Other Theological Books 
 
Apocrypha 
Many fragments from the time of the First Writings were developed into theological texts deemed 
inaccurate, unhelpful, or otherwise unacceptable to be in the First Canon. Likewise, dubious texts or 
suspect lore accumulated around every era of Library organization. These fragments are collected into 
books, or hidden in libraries, or variously formatted through the World Between. Sometimes they are 
more accurate, more graphic, more localized, or otherwise more useful for various purposes than the 
canonized versions. There is also some suspicion among the usual suspicious types that there are forces at 
work in the Church concealing truths about the Lady of the White Way that would repel her supporters… 
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If you want to banish angels, summon demons, develop weird powers with magick of the World Above, 
learn True Names of the Forces of Air, and that sort of thing, sifting the vast Apocrypha is for you. Or, 
you could make a buck trading in these materials by selling them to scholars or the Church. 
 
Specialist Books 
There are a number of books used by scholars, church administrators, monster hunters, and other highly 
specialized individuals.  
• Hereteckkal. This book documents all of the official heresies the Church has declared, with 

theological elucidation of both the perspective of the heretics and the Church’s correct answer to 
them. The book, and documentation supporting it, fill shelves at the Landing, and access is heavily 
restricted. 

o Heretecklesi. Various copies have various foci on different eras or regions, and some detail 
personalities and events surrounding heresies, or are packed with illustrations, or offer 
counter perspectives to what can be found in the Hereteckkal. These books are often infused 
with power by demons who use them to lure mortals into bargains. They can contain rituals 
and rites with dangerous power. They should be in the care of the Church, or destroyed. They 
can only be written by priests of the Church with a solid scholastic background. 

• Adversarium. This book documents all of the demons, monsters, gods, spirits, and other supernatural 
foes of the Church. It is now 208 volumes long, kept in the vaults deep beneath the Landing, updated 
by the Foe Hammers of the Church. 

o Adversatia. These books are field manuals for battling demons, ghosts, monsters, and so on. 
They are often themed along a region, a type of foe, or the exploits of a single monster 
hunter. Each chapter of the Foe Hammers has an Adversatia in their Sanctum that is updated 
and guided by the warrior scholar priests of the order. 

• Gratia Voxelia, Book of Saints and Martyrs. This is not a book, but in fact a library, where the 
names are in a massive index (the Book of Souls) in the highest spire of the Landing. Each name has 
a book with all the information that the Church could glean on the individual. 

o Exemplars. This is the name for books that outline the lives of saints and/or martyrs, for the 
edification and instruction of the faithful. They are often rife with a mix of lore and history, 
and bear clues to riddles, lost treasures, ancient locks or keys, and the forces that tangled with 
the faithful. In the time before, during, and after the Fourth Crusade there were secret factions 
in the Church that used Exemplars to code information and messages in ornate illuminated 
manuscripts. Many of these Exemplars are still out in the wider world as objects of reverence, 
art pieces, scholarly collections, or treasure hunter fantasies. 

 
 


